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Summary Average Count %tage
Number of survey returns 59 20.3% Survey response

Severity 7.5
Yes to speeding problem 54 91.5% Agree

No to speeding problem 5 8.5% Disagree

Yes to 20mph Speed limit 45 76.3% In favour

No to 20mph Speed Limit 14 23.7% Opposed (with 4 returns "Don't know" or "Partially Agree")

Name? Speeding 
Problem?

Severity 20mph 
Limit

Free Comments

Yes 10 Yes Continuing the pavement along North Street towards the Green
Ruth and Don Walker Yes 10 Yes We have lots of heavy traffic in North Street. Feed Lorries, Cattle lorries tractors 

and garden centre traffic. We need a pavement from Mays Close to the end of 
North Street before there is an accident.

Yes 10 Yes 20mph can only be part of addressing the issue. Erosion of grass verges 
illustrating significant problem of speeding traffic where no footpaths. Need 
white lines on some stretches to encourage drivers to stay on the right side of 
the road.

Yes 10 Yes People parking on paths, also people parking opposite road entrance an peoples 
drives. Diverted mororway vehicles coming through Fritwell as if they are still on 
the motorway.

Yes 10 Yes North Street needs a path
Yes 10 Yes
Yes 10 Yes Parking on East Street between the old shop and crossroads needs urgent 

attention before someone gets injured or killed. Don’t wait until that day.
Yes 10 Yes The potholes and road damage in Forge Place could this situation be looked into 

for urgent repair because of danger to the public, cyclists and damage to motor 
vehicles thank you

Yes 10 Yes Please do not forget Forge Place with speed limits. Vehicles always speeding 
down here. In our road we have children, elderly residents and animals all at risk. 
Thank you.

Yes 10 Yes There is a serious problem with large HGVs and traders speeding in North Street. 
Please note the state of the verges in North Street, mostly damaged by speeding 
large vehicles.

Yes 10 No Fewcott Road is like a speedway. Maybe a chicane as you come into the village by 
the white gates would slow down.

Yes 9 Yes Also Use traffic calming measures like large flower pots / planters
Yes 9 Yes Preferably not Speed Bumps
Yes 9 No Only physical engineered enforcement will be effective. This needs to involve 

traffic calming and/or speed humps as for Bucknell.
Yes 9 Yes If the limit is reduced to 20mph it doesn’t guarantee that motorists that speed 

will slowdown. A speed gun prosecution or other calming measures may be 
necessary.

Yes 9 Yes
Yes 9 Yes We would prefer no speed bumps as they create noise in themselves, however a 

20mph speed limit would help traffic slowdown. Thank you.
Yes 8.5 Yes A chicane at the gates of Souldern Road might stop traffic hurtling down the hill 

into the village with right of way for outgoing village traffic.
Yes 8 Yes Speeding is having a significant impact on the decimation of the verges in North 

Street with tractors and lorries going too fast not stopping and going over 
verges instead. You need to do something.

Gill and Martyn 
Simmonds

Yes 8 Yes A mini-roundabout at the East Street/North Street crossroads would slow down 
traffic approaching from all directions. A similar comment applies to the East 
Street/Fewcott Road junction.

Yes 8 Yes
Yes 8 Yes We desperately need a creative solution to on-street parking along East Street. 

PARKED CARS + SPEEDING CARS = MORE DANGEROUS
Yes 8 Yes Stop people parking on the pavements
Yes 8 Yes At least make sure the existing limits are enforced.
Yes 8 No Tractors on North Street are a real problem. Cars parked badly don't help, 

especially on the corner of Fewcott Road.
Yes 8 Yes
Yes 8 Yes

Janet and Michael 
Britton

Yes 8 Yes Installing Speed ramps on the entrance roads to the village

Glynis and Alistair 
Lowden

Yes 8 No I have said no to 20mph because the people don’t comply with 30mph. I think a 
Police presence would be more effective.

Yes 8 Yes
Yes 8 Yes We are heartily fed up with the sewage lorries going through the village and 

rattling our windows at all hours. Also, cars parked all over the pavement on East 
Street outside one house.
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Yes 8 No 20mph will make those who respect the 30mph limit drive slower. Not sure it 
will make much difference to law breakers.

Yes 8 Yes In addition to 20mph speed limit traffic calming measures such as road 
narrowing may be necessary.

Yes 8 No Whilst a 20mph limit sounds good - speeders will most likely still ignore it. 
Better to put traffic calming measures in place on main entrances to village and 
more random enforcement - if drivers know they could get caught, they will slow 
down.

Yes 7.5 Yes Speedbumps would benefit the village if situated on roads entering Fritwell. Also 
dangerous parking at junctions needs to be addressed i.e. opposite Forge Place 
where cars are forced into the wrong lane endangering vehicles exiting Forge 
Place. This is both illegal to park in such a position and dangerous.

Yes 7.5 Yes Farm vehicles represent the biggest risk and there should be a direct 
intervention with those involved to request they reduce speed before seeking to 
enforce

Yes 7.5 Yes No speed humps! Address parking issues. Consider pedestrian safety on North 
Street i.e. a pavement

Yes 7 No
Yes 7 Yes
Yes 7 Yes Parking on the Footpath on East Street
Yes 7 Yes

Jonathan and Margaret 
Boyce

Yes 7 Yes Any speed limits/parking restrictions are a measure some people consider 
optional. Although we do consider reducing the Speed Limit to 20mph is 
merited, particularly past the school, we consider enforcement to be the best 
solution. We therefore consider a regular Police presence would be more 
effective to deter drivers, prevent speeding and enforce the law.

Yes 7 Yes Yes, fix holes in the road at Forge Place. Put some speed bumps in.
Yes 7 Yes
Yes 7 Yes
Yes 6 No 20mph speed limit along East Street past the school and up Fewcott Road past 

the Village Hall Park Entrance/Exit rather than whole village
Yes 6 Yes The entrances to the village at Raghouse Lane and North Street seem to be the 

troublesome areas. Traffic calming at these points would be good.
Yes 6 Yes
Yes 5.5 Yes
Yes 5 Yes
Yes 5 Yes There are more cars in Fritwell than a few years ago and double yellow lines 

should be considered to reduce risk and increase safety
Yes 5 Yes
No 4 No Parking on paths along East Street
Yes 4 No Stop parking on the corner of East Street and North Street. Slow down 

signage/Keep Left at Town Well End Corner. Traffic Chicanes would work, but 
not like Aynho - nightmare.

No 3 No
No 3 No
No 2 No I am perfectly happy with the flow of traffic as it currently is. I am not sure we 

need calming measures as described.
No 2 No Why wasn’t a survey completed to prevent the Cala Homes Development. A 

majority of the village opposed the development with the exception of the Parish 
Council. Speeding is perception based and our village does not have a speeding 
issue.

Helen Metcalfe Yes 9 Yes
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